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Abstract
We obtain the distribution of inflection points and singularities on a parametric
cubic segment with speci丘ed tangent directions and curvatures at two data points.
Its use enables us to check whether the segment has unwanted inaection points or
●

●

●

singularities and gives us an idea how to assign the curvatures at the data points
●

for the shape preserving segment. We also obtain the su氏cient conditions for the
fair parametric rational segments of the cubic/quadratic and cubic/linear forms.

Key words: cubic segments, inBection points, singularities, curvatures.
●

1

Introduction
●

●

Much attention has been focused on a single‑ and vector‑valued shape preserving in‑
terpolation. There is a considerable literature on numerical methods for generating shape
preserving interpolation; see for example,

and the references therein. Parametric

cubic splines of cumulative chord length have been widely used because of their simple
computation and good interpolation effects. However, the cubic splines do not always gen‑
erate "visually pleasing" , "shape preserving" (or simply "fair") interpolants which do not
contain unwanted or unplanned inflection points and singularities to a set of planar data
points or have the minimum number of inaection points and singularities compatible with
the data. A way to overcome this problem is to consider nonlinear approximation sets,
for example, exponential splines, lacunary splines, rational splines or splines with variable
additional nodes. For functional data, Delbourgo [3] has successfully treated monotonic‑
ity and convexity preserving rational functions of the cubic/quadratic form which contain
●

●
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tension parameters for shape adjustments to be made as necessary. However, the func‑
●

tions in tension have also a lack of aexibility in some applications since when the tension
●

parameters become large enough, they approximate the polygon formed by chords joining
●

the data points. To provide more鮎xibility, the requirements of continuity are relaxed
from C2‑continuity to GC2‑continuity where "the curve is GC ‑continuous" means "the
unit tangent vector and curvature of the curve vary continuously along the curve but each
component of the curve is not of C ‑continuity at each knot". Goodman & Unsworth
[1] and Su & Lui [6] have obtained the sufficient conditions for a shape preserving cubic

interpolation of GC ‑continuity with speci鮎d tangent vectors and curvatures at the data
●

points. Note that use of the C ‑continuous spline would require a polynomial of degree
five, i.e., a quintic spline which is hard to control as it may have three inflection points.
The object of this paper is to describe the distribution of inflection points and singular‑

ities (a loop or a cusp) on a rational cubic segment with speci鮎d tangents and curvatures
●

at two end points. Now, consider two data points /o and Jl? and suppose we have assigned

tangent vectors To and 7¥ at these points. Let p (≧ 0) be a rationality parameter. Then,
the rational cubic segment z(t),0 ≦ i ≦ 1 with some a,b > 0 is given by
(1.1) (l+ptu)z(t) ‑u2{l+(2+p)t}Io+r{l+(2+p)u}Ii+atu2To‑bt2uTu
u=¥‑t

with

za(‑

Z′(0))

‑

aTo

and

z[(‑

z′(1))

‑

bT¥.

It

satisfies

the

given

conditions

at

the

end

points Ii,i ‑ 0, 1 and is equivalently rewritten as with 6{t) ‑ tu /(I +ptu)

(1.2)

z(t) ‑uIo+tIl+(aTo‑△I)6(t)+ △I‑bTAeiu), △I‑h‑h.

where z ∈ Span{｣,n,tu2/(l +ptu),t2u/(l +ptu)} or z ∈ SpanU,u,t2/(l +qt),u2/(l +
qu)} with p ‑ q2/(l+q) ([2], [5]). Sections 2‑3 describe the distribution of inflection points
and singularities on the parametric cubic segment of the form (1.1) with p ‑ 0 which is
an extension of the sufficient conditions for the convexity preserving interpolation in

and 61. Its use enables us to check whether the segment has unwanted in鮎ction points
●

or singularities when the tangents and curvatures at the data points are approximated
●

●

by any means and gives us an idea how to assign the curvatures at the data points
●

for the shape preserving segment. Section 4 describes a su氏cient condition for the fair
●

parametric rational segment with p > 0, that is, a large value of p always gives the fair
●

●

●

●

segment if at Iq and i¥, it is turning towards the line joining /o to I¥. Section 5 considers

a sufficient condition for another fair rational segment z of the cubic/linear form, i.e..
I ∈ Spanit,u,t3/(l +pi),us/(l +pu)} with a rationality parameter ‑1 < p < 0 as

z(t) ‑ulo+tli+(aTo‑△IMt)+ △I‑bTMu)

T t

‑

(l+p)2{3+2p+ (p+p2)りユー.2
M

(3+2p)(l +pt)(l +pu)

4
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Then, for p su侃ciently close t0 ‑1+, the segment (1.3) is fair if at /q and /i, it is turning
●

●

●

towards the line joining /o to /i.

2 Inaection points and singularities on the segment (1.1)
(p‑o
In Sections 2‑3, we consider the casep ‑ 0 when the segment of the form (1.1) reduces
to the well‑known cubic one. We use the similar notations in 1 as α ‑ To x △I,β ‑
△I x Twy ‑ To x T¥ with the usual vector product ′×′ and Ⅲ is the Euclidean norm.
Assume that αβ ≠ 0 as in [1], i.e., neither Tq nor 7¥ are parallel to △/. In addition, we
assume 7 ≠ 0. We require the following simple but easy to use lemma
Lemma 2.1 Assume zム× zi ≠ 0. Then, △/(‑ I¥ ‑Jo) can be represented in terms ofza
andz[ as△I‑入za+¥iz¥ where (zム× *i)A,/*) ‑ (△I x z[,zム× △/). Theplanarcubic
segmentz(i),0 ≦ i ≦ 1 has i‑inflectionpoints ora loop ora cusp if(A,p) ∈ Nt,0 ≦ i ≦ 2
or L or C where the boundary of the region L is composed ofA (a part of the hyperbola:
A(3/i‑1) ‑ n limited by the second quadrant), B (apart of the hyperbola: /i(3人‑1) ‑入2
limited by the fourth quadrant) and C (a branch of the hyperbola: (A‑ 1/3) /* ‑ 1/3) ‑
1/36,A < 1/3,fj, < 1/3); see Fig. 2.1.
A

｣舶

N F

J値

∫
J値

jV P

L

M

0

JW 7

L*.】
r

∫

一
舶

N F

Fig. 2.1. Distribution of inaection points and singularities.
Here, we note that the tangent vector z vanishes if and only if the segment has a cusp
●

since

2.1)

z'(t) ‑ u{l+ (6人‑3)t}zム+t{l+ (6fi‑3)u}z[
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fromwhich putting z′(t) ‑ 0,t ∈ (0,1) gives 1+(6人‑3)i ‑ 0,1+(6/x‑3)ォ‑ 0 and

eliminatingt gives (A‑ 1/3 //‑ 1/3) ‑ 1/36,人< 1/3,n < 1/3.
●

Now, a simple calculation gives

(2.2)

(*′×Z′′)(t)‑2a&7(3人r+3/1U2+3tu‑1),

0<t<l,u‑l‑t.

Hence, the curvatures kA‑ k(i)) at /;,i ‑ 0, 1 are given by

2.3

ko ‑

6a&7(M ‑ V3
iiToir

h‑

6a&7(A‑ 1/3)
b3日Til

Since j(a入,6/x) ‑ β,α),

l閃 Kq

･2.4) A2(l一志)‑(冒)2
Define Diti‑0,1 by‑f(Do,D{) ‑

6α

β

*<i‑M=y

l￨r｡‖ IV(6α)I, α

l￨rif￨*i/(6β ) to obtain a

system of equations in (A, 〟):

2.5

人

1

士(1‑去)

士(1一元)

with the sign in Do (or LM to be + and ‑ accordingto αko (or βki) > 0 and < 0 since
●

a,b > 0 o ¥Dq,fiDi > 0. Refer to Lemma 2.1 to obtain Theorems 2.1‑2.3 concerning the

distributions of in鮎ction points and singularities on the segment with respect to (80, 81)
(being dependent only on the prescribed quantities /^, Tj, fc;, i ‑ 0, 1) where

h(x,y)‑{xyf{x2+y2‑9(xy)2‑1/8}+1/6912, x,y>O
h(x,y)‑{xyf{x2+y2+9(xy)2‑1/8}‑1/6912, x,y>O
fs(x,y)‑(xy)2{‑x2+y2+9(xy)2‑1/8}‑1/6912, x<0,y>O
f4(x,y) ‑x2{y2‑x2+9(xyy ‑(1/3‑y2)(l/3+2y2)}‑(1/3‑y2)3/9, x <0,y>0.
For the relative positions offi(x,y) ‑ 0,1 ≦ i ≦ 4, /i(x,y) ‑ 0 is above /2(#,r/) ‑ 0 and
intersects x ‑ 1/3 (or y ‑ 1/3) at y ‑ ヽ佃/8 (orx ‑ ヽ佃/8). In addition, fz(x,y) ‑ 0 is
over /4(x,y) ‑0 and fi(x,y) ‑0,i‑3,4 areovert/‑ 1/3.
●

Note that Lemma 2.1 very easily gives the numerically determined distributions of
inflection points and singularities since D^, i ‑ 0, 1 are represented in terms of the param‑
eters (A,〟).
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Fig. 2.2. Graphs of curves fAx,y) ‑0,1 ≦ i ≦4･
Theorem 2.1 Assume αko ≧ 0,βkl ≧ 0. Then, the segment has
(i) no inflectionpoint if Do,D¥ < 0 orO < Do,D¥ < 1/3 or (Z)0,‑Di) ^ t/iefirst quadrant

is limited by /i(A)>D¥) ‑ 0;
(ii) one inflectionpoint if Do ≦ 0,Di > 1/3 orDo > 1/3,Dx ≦ 0.
Theorem 2.2 Assume αko < 0,βki < 0 to note that (Dqj‑Di) is in the first quadrant.
Then, the segment has
(i) two inflection points or a loop if (Do,Di) is in the interior of the region limited by
f2(DQ,Dl) ‑ 0;

(ii) a cusp with the pair (Do,D¥) which lies on /2(AbD¥) ‑ 0.
Theorem 2.3 Assume αfco > 0,βki < 0 to note that (Do,D¥) is in the first or second
quadrants. In the first quadrant, the segment has an inflection point ifD¥ < 1/3. In the
second quadrant, it has

(i) no inflection point if (Dq,Di) is in the region limited by /^(Dq^Di) ‑ 0 or on
fa(Do,Dl) ‑ O;
(ii) two inflectionpoints if(Do, D¥) is in the region characterized by D¥ ‑ 1/3, J^{Dq) D¥) ‑
0;

(Hi) a cusp with the pair (Do,D¥) on f^(D^D¥) ‑ 0;
(iv) a loop if(Do,Di) is in the region limited by /a(.Do?D¥) ‑ 0 and f^Do,D¥) ‑ 0.
// the regions in (i)‑(iv) have the common part, for example, (Dq,Di) is in the region
limited by /3(Z)o?^1) ‑ 0 and f^{D^D¥) ‑ 0; the segment has two inflection points or a
loop.
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Fig. 2.3. Distribution of inflection points when αko > 0,βfci > 0.

Theorem 2.1‑2.3 imply that if possible (we can specify the curvatures A:o, k¥ uncon‑
ditionally), it is desirable to assign the curvatures as αko > 0 and βfci > 0. Fig. 2.3 gives
●

the distribution of inflection points in the case when at Iq and /1? the segment is turning
towards the line joining Iq to /i or equivalently, αko > 0 and βki > 0. Note that then it
●

has no singularity.

3

ProofofTheorems 2.1‑2.3

Four cases depending on the signs of αkn and βk¥ will be discussed separately.

Case Iαko,βkl ≧ 0: Since入(A‑1/3

≧ 0, M/x‑1/3) ≧ 0,人FL≠0, thesegmenthasone

or no in鮎ction point and no singularity. Use (2.4) to have
3.1

人

●

which give

3.2

A2

入2
〃=

3(A2‑Dl
i2V

Since(i)A,〃<0⇔80,か

Dl(:‑ Dl(X)) ‑
<O and(ii)入<0,〃≧1/3⇔80≦0,かi>1/3or

入≧ 1/3,/x < 0 ⇔ Do > 1/3,Di ≦ 0, Lemma 2.1 shows that the segment has no or
one inflection point in the above (i) or (ii), respectively. Now, forメ,FL ≧ 1/3, first hold
Do(≧ 1/3) fixed. Then, with u ‑ 6Dg{l +

1 ‑1/(12Z>o)}, jDi is monotone decreasing

(or increasing) on (Dq,u) (or (u,∞)) and Dl(JDo+) ‑ ∞

Hence, the segment has no
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inflection point if Do ≧ 1/3,0! ≧ Diiu). Dx ‑ Di(u) reduces to fx(Do,Dx) ‑ 0
as follows. Let (r,s) ‑ (u2/{3(u2 ‑ DS)},u) to get (3.1) with (X,/i) ‑ (s,r). Since
l/3)(s‑ 1/3) ‑ 1/36, by (3.1)

(3.3)

r+s

‑

lO8(｣>o｣>ir+

1/4,

rs

‑

36(｣サo｣)i)"

NoteDl+D至‑ r2+s2‑ r +ss)/(3rs) toget /i(A),｣>i) ‑ 0. Next, hold Do ∈
(0,1/3) fixed. Since ｣>i(l/3+) ‑ 0 and Di{∞) ‑ 1/3, the segment has no inflection if
0 < Do,Di < 1/3. The symmetry of (A,/z) bringing the symmetry of (Do,Di), change of
●

Do from 0 to ∞ gives the distribution of the inflection point in Theorem 2.1.
For given curvatures &O, &i satisfying αko, βfci > 0, it is not always possible to construct
the segment (1.1) with p ‑ 0 since the above proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that it exists
only for a choice of (fco,fci) from the region A^,i ‑ 0, 1 in Fig. 2.3.
It is possible to relate our results in Theorem 2.1 to how to assign the curvatures in
and [6J. Theorem 2.1 enables us to choose the curvatures fco, &i so that Di ‑ 1/3,i ‑ 0, 1.
0r explicitly speaking
(3.4)

(3/2)￨fc｡￨ ￨￨T｡￨r ‑7>￨/β

(3/2)N ￨￨Tlf ‑72￨/5￨/α2.

The above assignment of the curvatures is essential the same to the one in ([6], p.85).
Next, note that

(3.5)

72 < 2{β IIT｡‖2+α HTi‖蝣}/¥¥AI¥¥U:‑25)

since 7△I ‑ βTo +aTl>7(‑ To x Tl) ≠ 0. Hence, substitution ofY by 25 in the above
assignment in [6] gives the one in :

(3‑6)

(3/2)1**,川T.‖ ‑26回/β

(3/2)1^1 117^ ‑2^1/α2

which ¥Di¥ ‑ V26/(3回) > l/3,i ‑ 0,l. Ifα7,β7 > 0, Theorem 2.1 shows that both the
assignments of the curvatures ensure the fair segment of the form (1.1) with p ‑ 0 since

Di ≧ 1/3,i ‑ 0, 1. In addition, note that [6] uses smaller values of Di,i ‑ 0,1 than [1].
Suppose Ii ‑ (xi,yi),0 ≦ i ≦ N are data points in the plane and we have assigned
tangents T* at /^. As in [1], define α ‑ Ti X △Ii,β ‑ △Ii X Ti+i^i ‑ T{ × 7L.i. Then,
●

the curvatures ki at Ii are assigned as

(3.7)

(3/2)1^1 HUH* ‑Max(7i2H//f,7L￨A‑il/α‑1), 1 ≦ i < N‑ 1

where αiki,Oiki+i > 0.
Since 7s△h ‑ PiTi + αiTii+l)

(3.8)

it<mm‖2+α IIWl/ll△Ii¥

‥‑25i).
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Hence, from (3.7) and (3.8) we have the assignment of the curvatures in [1].
Case II αko,βfci < 0: Since 0 <入,¥i < 1/3, the segment contains either two inflection
points or a singularity. Use (2.4) to get

3.9

A

Keeping Dq(> 0) fixed as A > 0, from above
入2

3.10

,12

βiv‑‑ β1(A)) ‑

〃‑

3(A* + !>ァ)'

Notethat‑ithv ‑ 6Dg{‑1+√手∇両面), (A,p) ∈ L o了C or N2 if入∈ (0,v) or
A‑ v or入∈ (v, 1/3), respectively. Easily, D¥ is monotone increasing (or decreasing)

on (0,v) (or on (v,1/3) ) and ｣>i(+0) ‑ 0,Dx(l/3‑) ‑ 0. Hence, the segment has two
inflections or a loop ifO < D¥ < Di(v) where a cusp occurs if D¥ ‑ D¥(v). For a simple
form ofDl ‑ Di(v), let (r,s) ‑ (v2/{S(v2+D%)¥,v) to obtain (3.5) with入,/

*) ‑ (s>r)‑

Since (r,s) is on C, by (3.5)
(3.ll)

r+s‑ 108(Do｣>i)2+1/4, rs‑ZQ{DqDIY

Note Dl+D¥ ‑ ‑ (r2+s2)+(r3+s3)/(3rs) to get f2(Do,Dx) ‑ 0. Change of Do from
0 to 1/3 gives Theorem 2.2.
In Case II, given /^, T{ and k^ determine (Do, Di). Then, the above analysis shows that
the system of equations (3.7) has two solutions (A, ji) which lead to two values of (a, b) if

Di,i ‑ 0, 1 are in the interior of /21A),D{) ‑ 0 in the first quadrant. The two solutions
give the segments of the form (1.1) with two in鮎ction points and a loop, respectively. If
Di,i ‑ 0, 1 are out of/2(AbD¥) ‑ 0, the segment (1.1) does not exist.
Case III αko < 0,βk¥ > 0: Since入(A‑1/3) > 0,0 < ¥i < 1/3, thesegment contains zero

to two in鮎ction points or a singularity. Use (2.4) to have

3.12)

A

●

which give
A2

3.13

〃‑

3(A2+ Dl)'

A2

Dl :‑Z?1(A))‑

First, since入> 1/3,0 < 〟 < 1/3 ⇔ 80 > 0,0 < pi < 1/3, Lemmal showsthatthe
segment has one inflection point if Do > 0,0 < Dァ< 1/3. Next, if入< 0,0 < /x < 1/3,

keep Do(< 0) fixed. Then, note that with w0 ‑ ‑ 6D%{1 + ^¥ l 1/(12痴} and w¥ the
root oftz+9D%t2+9D｡4 ‑ 0, (A,aO ∈ N2,C,L,No if入∈ (‑∞,wo),w｡Jw｡,wl),[wi,O),
respectively. Easily, Di is monotone increasing (or decreasing) on (‑∞, wo) (or (ioo,0))
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and Di(‑∞) ‑ l/3,Di(0‑) ‑ 0. Hence, the segment has two inflection points or a
cusp or a loop or no inflection point if Do < 0 and in addition if 1/3 < Dx < DiCwo)
or Dx ‑ Di(wo) or Di(wi) < Di < Di(^o) orO < Di ≦ DAwi). Forasimplefor‑of
Di ‑ Di(ォ;0), let (r,s) ‑ (u;g/{3(wg +Dg)},two) to get (3.8) with (A,//) ‑ (s,r). Since

r,s) isonC, by (3.8)
(3.14)

r+s‑ ‑ 108(Do｣>i)2+1/4, rs‑ ‑ 36(Do｣>i)

NoteDk D至ニー(r2+s2)+(r3+s3)/(3rs) toget f3(Do,Dx) ‑0. ForDx ‑Di^;
let (r,s) ‑ (wj/{3(w…+｣>5)},wi) to get (3.7) with (A,/x) ‑ (s,r). Since (s,r) is on A,
by

3.8

(3.15)

s+r‑‑Dぎー9｣>n+1/3, rs‑‑3Dq.

Note Dl ‑D至‑ ‑ (r2+s2) + (r3+s3)/(3rs) to get /4(A),Dx) ‑ 0. Change of Do from
●

‑∞ to 0 gives Theorem 2.3.

Case IV αfco > 0,βh < o: The similar treatment in Case III would give the similar
result in Case III.
Here we may say a few words here on the exceptional case when 7 ‑ 0, i.e., zx ‑ ‑za･

Then, note that ifm > 0 (or < 0), the segment has no (or one) in鮎ction point and no
singularity A simple and direct calculation gives

3.16

ko‑

6α

7

h‑

6β

1

α‑

l￨7｡￨3' ⊥【b2日Tl‖3

provided that αko,βfci > 0.
Hence, the segment has no (or one) inflection point and no singularity if 7¥ ‑ cTq,c > 0
orc<0).

4

A condition for the fair segment (1.1) (p> 0)

In this case, refer to 5 to get the distributions of inflection points and singularities
with respect to (Z)O, D¥). For the sake of simplicity, we obtain the sufficient condition for
the fair rational segment (1.1) with p > 0.
Lemma 4.1

Assume zム× Z'1 ≠ 0. and △I ‑入za+nz¥. Then, the rational cubic

segmentisfairif入,p ≧ 1/ 3+p.
Then, the tangent vector z'does not vanish as follows. Letting r ‑ tu,0 < r ≦ 1/4,
1+prY ′(t)‑ [{(6+2p)r+(2p+p2y}入+u2‑2r‑pr ]za

4.1

+ [{(6+2p)r+(2p+p2)r2}//+t2‑2r pr2]^

28
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Putting z'(t) ‑ 0 gives

2pr2+6r‑1

A+n‑

4.2

(2p+p2)r2 + (6+ 2p)r
The right hand side of (4.2) is monotone increasing in ㍗ and so

4.3

2a+p)

人+p≦

<

12+6サ+p2

ー

3+p

from which the tangent vector z'does not vanish if入,p ≧ 1/(3 +p). Strictly speaking,
as in the case p ‑ 0, it follows from [5] shows that the tangent vector vanishes if and only
if the segment has a cusp as follows. From (4.1),
(4.4)

{(6+2p)r+ (2p+p2)r2}(x,iJ,) ‑ (pr2 +2r ‑u2,pr2 +2r ‑r).

A simple calculation (or for example, use of Mathematica) shows that (A, 〟) satisfies:
(4.5)
+p)A‑!}2{(3+p)/i‑lV ‑6人〃{(3+p)A‑1}{(3+p)/z‑1}‑0.
Therefore, by (4.3) (A,/i) is on the branch AmA,//) ‑ 0 of fc(A,//) ‑ 0 characterized by

A,/x<1/(3+p). Asin 5,withO≦t≦l,u‑l‑t
(4.6)

(l +ptuY(z′ × I′′)(t) ‑ 2abj{(3+pt)t2人+ (3+pu)u2n+3tu ‑ 1}
●

which gives

4.7

ko ‑

6a67{(l +p/3)〟 ‑ 1/3}

h‑

6abj{(l +p/3)A‑ 1/3)

aK iiToir

b3 IIT,‖3

Hence

p｡￨f*b

(4.8) A2(l+I一志)‑(冒)
Asforp‑0,letj(Do,｣M ‑ (β

･2(l+?一芸)‑ (冒)
HT.‖

￨W(6α)I, α

¥¥Ti自fci/(6β)I ) to obtain asystem

of equations in (A, 〟):

4.9

人

･d+S一芸)

土d+S一志)

with the sign in Do (or Di) to be + and ‑ according to αko (or βfci) > 0 and < 0.
Use Lemma 4.1 and the similar argument in Case I of Section 3 to show that DoID¥ ≧
1/(3

1+p/3) give A,〟 ≧ 1/(3+p). Thus,

Theorem4.1 Assume αko,βkl ≧ 0. Then, the segment (1.1) withp > 0 is fair if

80,81≧1/3
Hence, the segment (1.1) of the cubic/quadratic form is fair for p su氏ciently large if
●

●

●

●

at Iq and /i, it is turning towards the line joining /q to I¥. In practical calculation, it

su氏ces to increase the parameter p, starting at p ‑ 0, until it is satisfactory.

Rational Segments with Specified Tangents and Curvatures
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A condition for the fair segment (1.3) (‑1 <p≦0)
●

In this case, we require

Lemma 5.1

Assume za × zi ≠ 0, and △Iニスza+¥iz¥. Then, the rational cubic

segment (1.3) with‑1 <p≦O isfairif入,FL≧ l+p /(3+2p).
Note that the tangent vector zf does not vanish as follows. Put z'(t) ‑ 0 or let the
coefficients of zLi ‑ 0, 1 of z/‑ equal be zero to get
(5.1)

r'(t)+{l ‑r'(t) ‑r'(u)}入‑0,r'(u)+{1‑r'(t) ‑t'(u)}h‑0.

Note
5.2

r'(t) +t'(u) ‑

(l+p)2(l ‑4r)

1

0<r=tu<‑
4

(l+p+p2r)2

●

which gives

5.3

0≦r(t)+r(u)<1, 0<t<l,w‑1‑i.

By means of (5.1) and (5.3),
5.4

人+〟‑

r'it)+r′(u)

7‑′(t)+r′ォ

ノ2(1+p)

ー1ー

3+2p

Therefore, the tangent vector does not vanish if入, FL ≧ (l +p)/(3+2p). As in the segment
of the form (1.1), numerical experiments imply that the tangent vector would vanish if
and only if the segment has a cusp, however it is impossible to check it analytically since
the exact distribution of a singularity ( a loop or a cusp) has never been obtained yet
Now,

(z> X Z")(O) ‑

2a&7(l+p+V /2)

(i+py

{(3+2p)/i‑ (l+p)}

5.5

2ab<y(l +p +p2/2)
(Z′ × Z〝)(!)‑

(1+pV

{(3+2p)A‑ (l+p)}.

Use the same D{,i ‑ 0, 1 in Section 4 to give a system of equation in (A,¥i)¥
5.6

人

土(1+筈1+p

土(1･筈一憲)‑DJcfr)

3/i)‑Do/c(p),〟

(1+p+p2/2)/(l+p)3 where the sign in Dq (or Di) are chosen to be +
and ‑ according to αko (or βfci) > 0 and < 0. As in Section 4, Lemma 5.1 gives
Theorem 5.1 Assume αko,βkl ≧ 0. Then, the segment (1.3) with ‑1 <p ≦ 0 is fair if

｣>O,｣>i≧ l+p/3
Hence, the rational cubic segment of the linear/cubic form is fair for p su氏ciently close
●

●

●

●

to ‑ 1 if at Iq and I¥, it is turning towards the linejoining 7q to I¥.
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